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PERSPECTIVES

“Emotional and unique approaches to lighting create subtle
moods and add both pleasure and value to a yacht by reflecting
an owner’s personality,” says lighting specialist Beatrice Witzgall,
founder of I3D Inc. in New York. “These lighting techniques put a
signature stamp on form and function, adding sophistication to
luxury.” Her active involvement in competitive sailing and extensive
experience in both yacht and land-based projects, provide
Witzgall with special insight into the opportunities that lie beyond
traditional lighting approaches.
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COURTESY OF Lürssen, PHOTO BY GERALD LORENZ

85 METRE
LURSSEN

W

hile almost every
other design detail is
customised on large
yachts, lighting is frequently
overlooked. In urban
architecture, lighting design
is recognised as an essential
aspect of a new project and
provided for in a line item in
the budget. In fact, private
residences and restaurants
usually have better lighting
than multi-million dollar yachts.
When the sun goes down and the
lights are switched on aboard modern
yachts we tend to see the most generic
illumination, usually provided by
outdated lighting technologies. It is
often limited to a series of downlights
that create scallops and glare on walls,
with an occasional glowing table lamp
or reading light to define the interior.
Very little stands out at night time and
the yachts become undefined masses
when viewed from the shore. The
hours of effort that exterior designers
spend on creating signature shapes
disappear into the darkness and are not
represented at all.
Changing this attitude is something I
struggle with on a daily basis. Of course,
some owners may prefer the anonymity
of low-key lighting, but they are usually
receptive to seeking
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advice from a lighting expert. The
more forward-thinking design studios
appreciate the added value such
consultation can bring, but many still
regard exterior lighting as outside their
scope of responsibility. The shipyards
generally prefer to leave such lighting
to their in-house electrical engineers,
who will always choose the path of
least resistance based on standardised,
repetitive and often outdated solutions
that are driven by budget, convenience
and technical simplicity. This makes it
very hard to introduce innovations. In
recent negotiations I discovered that in
a 240-page shipyard contract, less than
one page was dedicated to exterior
lighting, whereas 25 pages were
allocated to the locations of AV equipment.
This represents a huge imbalance.
Lighting aboard yachts has
traditionally focused on the functional
aspects of an environment, providing
a basic sense of safety or comfort and
only highlighting decorative fixtures or
specific features, such as a painting or
a wall. This schema is based primarily
on direct illumination and the light
distribution is fairly even throughout a
space, where fixture types and lighting
layers are few. In reality, good lighting is
a key design discipline that offers much
more than just basic illumination needs:
it is an essential tool and conduit for

spatial experiences. A more sophisticated
approach combines different lighting
layers to create a hierarchy. By merging
direct, indirect and ambient lighting,
and by using glowing or decorative
elements to focus on key spots or
certain textures, more drama is added
to a space. All these different lighting
treatments create a language that
is tailored to highlight the specific
needs of a specific environment. In the
process, it adds intangible, ephemeral
and emotional value by creating
a unique look or brand identity—
important for the owner, the designer
and the shipyard.
This signature identity of a yacht
should be as well represented at night
as it is during the day. In this sense,
interior and exterior lighting design
fulfils a precise objective: to create
a night time identity that is not only
instantly recognisable, but also versatile
and responsive to the different modes
a project may involve. For example, a
single space aboard a yacht may have
to function in dining mode; daylight,
sunset or twilight mode; cinema
mode; party or conference mode.
These scenarios are created by varying
brightness levels, hierarchies of lighting
layers and by changing colour schemes,
creating different focal points and light
layers for specific situations. Some of
the methods to achieve these different

modes include light level dimming and
sophisticated colour concepts, such
as different white tones (cool/warm
colour temperatures), to create different
psychological effects. Of course, these
different modes effectively represent
different moods, which can be subtly
adapted to a client’s needs and reflect
his or her personality. For this aspect of
lighting, it is important to understand the
context and the client’s objectives early
on in the design process to provide the
widest choice.
A good example of how important early
integration can be was with an 85-metre
motoryacht launched by Lürssen in 2010,
a project we joined very late in the build
programme. With a non-symmetrical
exterior profile by German Frers and
interior design by Bannenberg & Rowell,
the owner’s brief was clear: “Impress
and surprise by showing us something
that hasn’t been done before on any
yacht.” This gave us the opportunity to
pursue many of our design visions, but
because the project was well advanced,
other ideas from the owner could not be
implemented. All spaces were defined by
different light settings for the various user
scenarios. Integrated lighting accentuated
the multitude of complex materials and
textures, and the complex architectural
design details. A mood-altering colour
scheme linked interior with exterior spaces
and created a fluent spatial experience.
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BEATRICE WITZGALL

Together, these and other
innovative lighting features
helped to create the yacht’s
unique signature look, pushing
the envelope for innovative
lighting design and setting a
new industry standard.

LUMINOUS WOOD
Promotech
During YARE (Yacht After Sales & Refit Exhibition) in Viareggio
earlier this year, Promotech, an Italian company that designs
and produces LED lighting solutions, presented a new product
that focuses on lighting integration and especially indirect
lighting via slim LED panels.
The system of retro-illuminated wood panels give life and
form to the light by taking on the hue, textures and grain of
the wood it is shining through. Oak wood was utilised for the
display, but just about all but the darkest woods can be used. The
product can be produced in any dimension or shape and is suitable
for multiple applications, such as for illuminating steps (perhaps
combined with a pressure switch) or dark interior corridors, or
tracing out a logo or the name of a yacht. Still in the prototype
stage, the company is also experimenting with the system for
back-lighting doors, wardrobe and drawer fronts.
The wood can be up to 12mm thick, but has been thinned where
the LED lights show through and a special plastic material diffuses
the beams to provide a subtly uniform spread of light. Promotech
Sales Director Claudio GiaMpaoli also pointed out that the LEDs
are fully dimmable and can change colour, so a cool blue light
can be used for low intensity courtesy lighting at nighttime.
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THE NEXT WAVE
LEE SAVAGE

Painting with light
Andrew Langton

Founded in 2004 by Nigel and Lee Savage, a father and son team,
OceanLED produces a line of high-powered LED lights for the marine,
architectural and commercial sectors. CEO Lee Savage points out
that LED technology can now provide the range of sizes, colours and
beam patterns to meet the lighting designer’s needs.

“The importance of interior lighting design for superyachts cannot
be overestimated,” says Andrew langton of rEymond langton design.
“Without good lighting our designs are lost. Colours are dull, shapes
and form become flat, texture invisible and the ambience is uninviting.”

LED technology is now the lighting source of preference for most
applications. However it is still limited ultimately by price and the ability
to control/dim without excessive engineering involvement. Colours,
brightness, fixture design, dimming and longevity are now at a level
ready for major market acceptance and price represents the cliff edge
before it all starts rolling.
Key industry investors agree the LED revolution is about to begin
following a massive price reduction in the silicon carbide chips.
VantagePoint Capital Partners, for example, the Silicon Valley investor
that helped bring Tesla Motors Inc. public, expects prices for LEDs to
“plummet” within the next three years as competition intensifies to
satisfy surging demand for energy-efficient lighting.
“Prices for LEDs, or light-emitting diodes, may fall 90 per cent by 2015,”
said Alan Salzman, chief executive officer of The San Bruno, a Californiabased venture capital company. When asked on the impact this will have
on market acceptance Salzman predicted, “Within five years the use of
LEDs for general lighting purposes may grow to more than 50 per cent
of the market from less than ONE per cent today.”
As Beatrice Wiztgall points out in her article, lighting on yachts
is often the last thing to be thrown into a design, or is left to the
technicians to fit as they always have. But we are starting to see a major
shift in attitudes regarding the need for lighting to be integrated as
much into the build process as the audio-visual, air conditioning and
other onboard systems.
LEDs are becoming part of the furniture, the superstructure and in
some cases even the fabrics. LED lighting affords the designer huge
flexibility and creativity with what can be done. Form factors are no
longer limited to a traditional boring bulb; heat exposure and changing
bulbs is no longer a concern; and precise colour management and
accurate control of light spread elevates lighting to a tangible tool
for designers. All these advances mirror technologies such as 8-track
to tapes to mini discs to MP3—the drive is far smaller, more efficient,
less fragile and consists of non-replaceable parts. LED is the lighting
source of the very near future for lighting designers, those trying to
avoid it or surpass it with alternative technologies are doing so at
their peril.
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A good lighting design is key to bringing alive the interior and exterior
designs that we create. A huge amount of time and effort goes into
realising the interiors of these incredible yachts, yet the lighting is often
very standard using just a scattering of unflattering downlights and
some table lamps to create atmosphere when clever, considered lighting
can do so much more. At Reymond Langton, our design philosophy for
lighting has developed over the past 10 years, incorporating influences
from leading architectural projects, and more recently by working with
specialist lighting design consultants such as I3D. We have been pushing
forward with advances in lighting on yachts for some time using hidden,
high-power cove lights to replace downlights, recessed wall washing to
bring out the colours and textures of the panelling, and many other
architectural, ambient light details that not only bring a quality to
the light, they also OFFER A DRAMATIC EFFECT. With intelligent lighting
we can create very different moods to suit the owner—chic and cool,
warm and cosy, fun and colourful—and give the interiors the level of
sophistication that they expect.
Lighting design for the exterior of yachts is also incredibly
important. Here we are trying to design two very different aspects.
The first is the deck lighting, and when you consider how much time
may be spent lounging or dining outdoors in the evening this is very
important. Here we try to create alternative lighting to the usual array
of downlights, with the objective of creating intimacy and atmosphere,
while still being able to see what you are eating. The second part of the
exterior lighting design is how the yacht is perceived by others. The issue
here is how to ensure that your yacht is distinctive and recogniSable,
whilst also looking sophisticated and not like a fairground.
This is one of the most challenging aspects of the light designer’s
remit, as you cannot simply put uplights around the yacht to light the
hull and superstructure as you can with a building. An added factor is
that the marine environment can be quite tough on the exterior fixtures
and fittings. In the daytime, for both exterior and interior areas, I believe
the general light fittings should be invisible, leaving the feature table
and wall lamps, back-lit glass artwork or even chandeliers to seek out
attention. For too long lighting design has been rather boring on
yachts, and I am very exited to be moving forward with this fascinating
media of painting with light.

Innovation
Through
Design

3D VISUALISATION
Dial GmbH
Dial GmbH near Dortmund, Germany, is a service centre for urban
building technology that specialises in light planning. To this end, it
has developed its own proprietary (yet freely downloadable) lighting
design software called DIALux. Here the company explores the pros
and cons of photo-realistic visualisation for lighting designers.
When you enter the world of lighting design, you begin to wish
for simulation. You want to verify qualities that cannot be described
in terms of figures and Charts. But simulation costs time and money,
and as a rule the result remains abstract. Is it worth all the effort
involved? Is there not perhaps even an inherent danger? The customer
may then want to have exactly what he sees in the nice pictures. Many
lighting design studios do without simulation of the design concept
and just try to explain the principle by using sketches. The danger
here is that the customer might imagine something quite different. The
trend towards visualisation cannot be stopped, however: the demand
for virtual reality is increasing in every sphere of life, and lighting
design is no different.
On the plus side, visualisation can assist in the cognitive process
of finding a solution during the planning phase. The designer can
manage without one or more test illuminations and can try out
virtually whether the effect intended has actually been achieved,
thereby avoiding expensive errors. In addition, good photorealistic
visualisation can be used to make quite clear to the customer what
effect the lighting will have. However, the lighting designer must
know how to use this medium correctly and the degree of attention to
detail should be in line with the depth of the planning phase. If it is just
a question of lighting concepts and basic principles, for example, then
geometrical bodies are preferable to detailed furniture and fittings.
The development of DIALux follows the development of market
needs as described above. Moving along this path not only fulfils the
demands of the market, but also contributes to improving quality
in lighting design. With three-dimensional visualisation, it is simply
easier to argue for lighting solutions that benefit the quality of the
lighting. Better lighting, more pleasant environments, exciting indoor
and outdoor spaces—that is what it is all about.
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